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DELHI TRANSCO LIMITED 
(Regd. Office: Shakti Sadan, Kotla Road, New Delhi-110002) 

 
MINUTES OF OCC MEETING DT. 31.03.2016 

 
GM (O&M)-I, DTL, Chairman-OCC welcomed the members of OCC and other distinguished 
guests. 
 
List of participants are enclosed here with. 
 
The point-wise deliberations made during the OCC meeting are as below: 
 
1.0 Confirmation of minutes of OCC meeting dt. 26.02.16 and 07.03.16 

 
An OCC meeting was held on 26.02.16 in accordance with the agenda circulated vide letter 
dt.24.02.16. Minutes of the aforesaid OCC meeting were issued vide letter dt. 02.03.16. Further, 
an emergency OCC meeting held on 07.03.16 and minutes for the same circulated vide letter dt. 
09.03.16.  
 
Members confirmed the same.  
 
During joint site visit of PWD, DTL, BRPL and BYPL at PWD Barapullah phase-III expansion, 
following are points deliberated: 

 PWD agreed to take shutdown from 02.04.16 to 16.04.16 on both circuits of 220kV 
Maharani Bagh- Gazipur for which DTL, BRPL and BYPL agreed to.  

 PWD will surrender the shutdown on request of DTL (in case of exigency) within two 
hours as agreed earlier during emergency OCC meeting dt. 07.03.16.  

 After 16.04.16, PWD will work with single circuit shutdown, alternate feeders as per 
requirement. 

 PWD requested for local earthing, for which DTL agreed to look into only during the 
period of shutdown of both the circuits. 
 

(Action by PWD, DTL, SLDC, BRPL, BYPL) 
  
2.1 Status of Hot Reserve of transformers at all levels.  
 
 DTL updated the status of 100MVA hot reserve transformer: 
 

S. 
No 

Capacity 
Present 
population 
in nos. 

Status of the hot reserve as on 31.03.16 

1.  220/66kV, 
100MVA Tx 

41 DTL informed that tender for supply and ETC of  
220/66/33kV 100MVA Tx as hot reserve at 220kV 
Patparganj Substation got opened. Clarifications are 
being obtained from vendors.  

2.  220/33kV, 
100MVA Tx, 

36 
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DTL informed that in view of recent directions of DERC, 11KV system has to be maintained by 
DTL till shifting of load at respective DISCOMs and accordingly, there should be provision of 
Hot Reserve of Power transformers at 66/11kV and 33/11kV Voltage level to meet any exigency.  
 
The issue has been deliberated and OCC advised DTL to have cold reserve of one power 
transformer each at 66/11kV and 33/11kV Voltage level instead of hot reserve. 

(Action by DTL) 
 

2.2 Long/Recent outage of Elements in Delhi power system.  
 
Members updated the status of following Long/Recent outage of Elements in Delhi Power 
system: 
 

S. 
No. 

Element’s Name 
DISCOM

/DTL 
Date and 
Time of 
outage 

Remarks/ Status as on 31.03.16 

1 
 

33kV BAY -3 (IP – Kilokri) BRPL 22.02.11 

Clearance from Railways for laying of 
Underground cables near Bhairon 
Road is pending.  OCC advised BRPL 
to inform DTL after awarding of the 
said work. 

  2 
66kV Vasant Kunj – Ridge Valley Ckt.-
II  

BRPL 13.01.14 

 BRPL informed that contract is to be 
awarded for laying new cable and 
work is not at priority level. Expected 
by 31.05.16. 

3 33kV RIDGE VALLEY - KHEBAR 
LINE CKT.-I 

BRPL 08.02.15 
Breaker faulty. To be revamped by 
including in GIS. Expected by 
30.04.16 

3.  20MVA PR.TR.-III AT C-DOT 

BRPL 

12.11.15 
Under Shutdown. Expected by 
30.04.16 

4.  
66kV NANGLOI-MANGOLPURI-T-
OFF MUNDKA CKT.-I 

BRPL 

16.11.15 Expected by 01.04.16. 

5.  
33kV RIDGE VALLEY - KHEBAR 
LINE CKT.-II 

BRPL 

31.01.16 
R-phase Single Cable faulty. Road-
cutting permission pending. 

6.  
33KV LODHI ROAD - EXHIBITION 
GROUND-II CKT. 

BRPL 

27.03.16 Energized on 28.03.16 

7.  66KV GT - AKSHARDHAM CKT. BYPL 21.03.16 
CABLE FAULTY. Expected by 
07.04.16 

8.  
66kV GAZIPUR - VIVEK VIHAR 
CKT.-II 

BYPL 29.02.16 
SINGLE CABLE FAULTY. Expected 
by 07.04.16  
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9.  
33kV Fountain Ckt, Kashmere 
Gate 

BYPL  

GIS Cable damaged bushing socket 
has been replaced by DTL at their end.  
Now, the second cable may be 
charged. However, the cable is faulty 
at BYPL end. Expected by 30.04.16 

10.  33kV PANDAV NAGAR - DMS CKT. TPDDL 02.12.15 Energized on 28.03.16 

11.  
220kV MAHARANI BAGH - 
ELECTRIC LANE CKT.-II 

DTL 17.04.15 
Cable got tripped during charging due 
to existence of another fault. Expected 
by 31.05.16  

12.  
220/33kV 100MVA PR.TR.-I AT 
220kV GEETA COLONY 

DTL 02.02.16 
Tx. got damaged. Expected by 
31.05.16 

13.  315MVA ICT-IV AT 400kV BAWANA DTL 08.03.16 
TR. DAMAGED / BURNT. TO BE 
REPLACED. Expected by 31.05.16 

14.  
400kV BAMNAULI -  
BALLABHGARH CKT.-II 

DTL 17.03.16 
Cable joint box got damaged during 
charging of the cable after availing 
shutdown. Expected by 07.04.16 

OCC advised members to expedite the work. 

(Action by BRPL, BYPL, TPDDL and DTL) 

2.4 DTL’s Optical Fiber Cable damage by DMRC at various locations. 
 
DTL informed that during construction work of Metro U/G, OFC of DTL was damaged by 
DMRC sometime back in June 2015. This has severely affected communication network of DTL 
and temperature sensing of 220KV U/G power cable and same has not be repaired / compensated 
by DMRC till date.   

 
OFC Cable Types - SM OFC cable (12 Cores) and DTS cable (4 Cores) 

 
Location where OFC is damaged by DMRC 

 
1. Near OKHLA Metro PH-III Station 
2. Near Modi Mill Flyover 
3. Near Surya Hotel 

 
Estimated Cost of Repair:  Rs 2,67,816/- 

 
DTL has taken up matter with DMRC vide letters dt 19.06.2015,  10.09.2015 and 18.01.2016 
requesting for repair of damaged OFC or make payment towards its repair work but no response 
is received from DMRC till date.   

 
In view of the above, DTL requested DMRC to either repair or compensate for the damaged 
OFC. DMRC informed that they will take up with their projects department and inform the status 
in next OCC Meeting. 
 
DTL informed that DMRC informed that the damage of OFC near Modi Mill Flyover at Piller 
no.6 and Near Surya Hotel do not pertain to them. Further DMRC acknowledged damage caused 
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by it to DTL OFC near under construction Okhla Metro station.  In this regard DMRC desired 
detail of estimate for repairing of OFC near OKHLA Metro PH-III Station which were provided 
to DMRC.  
 
DTL informed partial restoration work have been done. OCC advised DTL to complete the 
repair work of OFC subject to providing intimation and estimated cost details to DMRC. 
 

(Action by DTL) 
 
3.0 TPDDL Agenda points 

 
3.1 Creation of Disaster Management Team.   

TPDDL is of view that proper disaster management mechanisms need to be developed at SLDC. During 

contingency period, all Load Dispatch Center (Control Room) of TRANSCO as well as DISCOMs 

become busy in operation. Due to this chaotic situation, necessary information flow (like actual tripping 

due to which our load is affected, persisting system constraints, restoration plan, expected time of 

restoration) stuck up. TPDDL requested SLDC to create a team consisting at least 2 persons from each 

utility, who will be responsible for exchanging necessary information.  

During OCC meeting dt.26.02.16, members deliberated the requirement of Disaster management team at 

SLDC, Minto road and OCC is of view to have a special team for Islanding Scheme which also look after 

the Disaster management. OCC requested SLDC to examine the same. 

 (Action by SLDC) 

3.2 Necessary arrangement required at 220kV Grid for Deployment of New 

Communication System  

TPDDL informed that they are in the process of revamping communication network by 
deploying Packet technology (MPLS). For that they need to commission communication 
equipment at DTL grid end also which are required to communicate with TPDDL Control Centre 
(CenNet).  Communication equipment along with rack (42U) and other accessories like battery 
bank, FMS will be commissioned at these sites. TPDDL also require 220V AC supply from DTL 
end (Equipment load is <10A) and start commissioning work from March, 2016. Accordingly, 
TPDDL requested DTL to provide necessary arrangement (or additional approval if required) for 
timely completion of project. 
 
During the OCC meeting dt. 26.02.16, the issue has been deliberated and OCC advised TPDDL 
to submit the equipment details substation wise to be installed in DTL, extra space (if any 
required), power supply required etc. to DTL so that DTL shall take further necessary action on 
the same. 
 
OCC advised DISCOMs to co-ordinate with respective substation in-charge of DTL for site 
surveying and the same shall be completed by 20.04.16. OCC further advised DISCOMs to 
submit the detail proposal to DTL after site survey. 

(Action by DISCOMs, DTL)  
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4.0 SLDC Agenda points  
 
4.1 Details of annual outage plan for FY 2016-17. 

As per the guidelines of NRPC, annual outage plan/maintenance plan for FY 2016-17 needs to 

be submitted by STU to NRLDC/SLDC by 10.01.2016. During the OCC meeting dt.29.12.15, 

SLDC requested DTL to provide the annual outage plan/AMP for FY 2016-17 to NRLDC 

(Interstate Substations) and to SLDC (other than interstate substations) by 10th January, 2016. 

 

During the meeting dt. 29.01.16, SLDC informed that they have received AMP for FY 2016-17 

0f 400kV Substations and inter-state elements. 

DTL informed that they have submitted AMP for FY 2016-17 to SLDC. However, SLDC 

requested DTL to provide annual outage plan for FY 2016-17 in the format prescribed by NRPC 

for elements above 132kV Level. 

(Action by DTL) 

 

5.0 BRPL Agenda points. 
 

5.1 Shutdown of 66kV O/G feeder to Railways at Ridge Valley grid. 
 

BRPL requested the shutdown of one of 66kV O/G feeders at 220kV Ridge Valley sub-station 

feeding Railways for shitting of C&R panel from old control room to new control room. BRPL 

further informed that the shutdown is required urgently and railways have not agreed to give the 

shut down. The details of shutdown are as below: 

 

1 Name of the Feeder : 66kV O/G to Railways at Ridge Valley Grid 

2 Time & Date of Shut Down : Minimum two day required. 

3 Area to be Affected : Railway 

4 
Work to be Executed Under Shut 
Down 

: 
Shifting of  66kV C&R Panel into new control room building 
at Ridge Valley 

5 
Name of AM/Engineer who will 
avail the Shutdown 

: Sh. Devendra Patidar, Manager (P&C) EHV/South 

 

Railways, at present is having supply from ridge valley grid only on 66 KV level. In case of any 

Breakdown or change-over, it will be very difficult for railways to maintain its continuity of 

supply. 

 

This issue can be resolved once for all if one more bay taken by the railway from new up-coming 

grid at R K Puram 220 KV at 66 KV level. 

  

Accordingly, BRPL requested OCC to deliberate the issue with direct railways and further, to 

take up the issue in steering committee for the allocation of bay from 220kV R K Puram grid. 
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Railways could not attend the meeting. OCC advised BRPL to avail shutdown for 2 days subject 

to intimation to Northern Railways. Railways shall arrange for alternate supply/feed. Regarding 

allocation of bay from 220kV R K Puram grid to railways, OCC advised BRL to put up the same 

in Steering Committee meeting. 

(Action by BRPL) 

 

5.2 Status of carrying of LILO of 220kV Pragati-Sarita Vihar double circuit at Maharani 
Bagh. 
 

BRPL requested the status of work of LILO of 220kV Pragati-S.Vihar double circuit at Maharani 
Bagh. 
 
DTL Planning department informed the status of the same as below: 
 

 At present there are only two bays (spare) at Maharani Bagh 220kV GIS.  As such only 
one circuit between 220kV Sarita Vihar – Pragati Circuit can be LILOed at Maharani 
Bagh at present. 

 The 220kV Maharani Bagh-Gazipur circuits are infringing the alignment with the 
Maharani Bagh-Sarita Vihar and Maharani Bagh-Pargati Circuits as such if the LILO of 
220kV Pargati Vihar-Sarita Vihar circuit (one circuit) at Maharani Bagh, the connection 
of 220kV Maharani Bagh-Gazipur Circuit No.1 and 2 would have be disconnected from 
Maharani Bagh Grid S/Stn.  Hence, the scheme for termination of Gazipur Circuit No.1 
and 2 at spare bays available at Maharani Bagh S/Stn. has been prepared and is under 
tendering.  All possible steps have been taken to carry out the work by 30-6-2016.  After 
the connection of 220kV Maharani Bagh – Gazipur Circuit No.1 and 2 is established 
(involving laying of 1200 mm2, 500 mts cables and Gantry construction at Maharani 
Bagh Overhead line end) the LILO of 220kV Pragati-Sarita Vihar Circuit (one No.) 
would be LILOed at Maharanai Bagh. 

 The transformation capacity at Maharani Bagh S/Stn. of PGCIL is only 1630 MVA out of 
which 1300 MVA load has already been attained last year (without LILO of 220kV Sarita 
Vihar-Pragati circuit at Maharani Bagh).  If the Pragati-Sarita Vihar Circuit (one circuit) 
is LILOed at Maharani Bagh, the capacity would further increased by 1630 MVA 
creating transmission congestion.  The case of enhancement of Transformation capacity 
at Maharani Bagh S/Stn. was put up to the 37th Standing Committee Meeting of Power 
System Planning for Northern Regional (CEA) in its meeting held on 20-1-2016.  
However, the same was turned down.  The extract of the MoM is reproduced hereunder:- 
 

“16.0 Augmentation of transformation capacity at 400kV MaharaniBagh Substation (PG)  
 
16.1 Director (PSP&PA-I), CEA stated that DTL vide their letter no F.DT/Dir(O)15-16/F12-/42 
dated 22/26-05-2015 had proposed to augment the transformation capacity of 400kV Maharani 
Bagh Substation from the present 1630 MVA to 2000 MVA by replacing existing 2 Nos. 
400/220kV, 315MVA ICTs to 2 nos. 400/220kV, 500 MVA ICTs.  
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16.2 AGM, PGCIL stated that as per the CERC directions, the replaced ICTs need to be 
decapitalized and hence replacement of ICTs is not a good option, especially when life of ICTs is 
still remaining. Further, the process of replacement would take around one year.  
 
16.3 Member Secretary, NRPC stated that the issue has to be seen in totality as the same has 
tariff implications and utilization of the assets for the remaining period of useful life. The 
representative of DTL stated that due to decommissioning of 210 MW units at Badarpur TPS, to 
meet ensuing summer load, the augmentation of ICTs were urgently required.  
 
16.4 COO, CTU stated that the replacement of ICTs would take time around one year, as the 
same involves the activities like investment approval and placement of award. Timeline for 
augmenting the ICT by summer 2016 would not be met. 
 
16.5 ED, POSOCO stated that before closing down any unit of BTPS, the reliability of the whole 
power system has to be seen. Members were of the view that already four substations of total 
capacity of 8000 MW have been approved for Delhi with the commissioning schedule of March, 
2017 and loads at Maharanibagh substation may be diverted to these new substations. 
  
16.6 After deliberation, it was observed that the time to be taken for augmentation for ICTs 
would match with commissioning of the proposed new substations, hence the committee members 
were of the view to drop this augmentation proposal and impressed upon for the timely 
completion 22 of approved substations for NCT of Delhi. The committee also decided that all the 
pros and cons of environmental vis-à-vis the reliable operation of power system must be seen 
before shutting down of BTPS and desired that immediate shut down is not advisable.” 
 

 However 220kV Harash Vihar –Preet Vihar D/C 1200mm2 cable circuit is being 
extended to Patparganj and likely to be completed by 31-5-2016 additional 300MW cable 
evacuated from 400kV Harsh Vihar S/Stn. 

 The second circuit of Praqati-Sarita Vihar S/Stn. circuit can be LILOed at Maharani Bagh 
only after the extension of 220kV GIS at Maharani Bagh.  The scheme of construction of 
the 220kV GIS have been approved by the Board of Directors of DTL in its meeting held 
on 26-12-2015 and presently under tendering.  The scheme is expected to be 
implemented by summer 2018. 
   

DTL Planning Deptt. representative further reiterated that the new scheme can be implemented 
only if the funds are available. Due to huge outstanding by BSES utilization the expenses to meet 
the day to day operations are also being affected.  Arranging loans also becomes difficult due to 
cash flow problems. The outstanding dues (despite Hon’ble Supreme Court order to pay the dues 
from 1-1-2014) as on date is a staggering amount of Rs.1958 Crores (BRPL Rs. 1171 Crores 
(Rs.444 Crores from 1-1-2014), BYPL Rs.787crores (Rs.326 from 1-1-14).  As such, DTL 
requested BSES utilities that they should clear the dues before asking DTL to provide reliable 
supply as fund availability is the ultimate need to carry out such activities to ensure reliable 
supply. 

(Action by BRPL, BYPL, DTL) 
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6.0 Proposed Shutdowns 
 
OCC approved the shutdowns proposed by DTL for the month of April, 2016 as per enclosed 

Annexure subject to real time loading conditions and system constraints. 

(Action by DTL) 

7.0 Additional agenda points with the permission of the Chair. 

7.1 DC / Schedule of BTPS (BTPS agenda point) 

BTPS informed that on dt. 15.03.16, a meeting was held in the presence of Chairman, DPCC at 

the conference room of Secretary (Environment), Govt. of NCT of Delhi and it was decided that 

BTPS 2x210MW units shall be allowed to operate as these units meet the standards of PM of 

50mg/Nm3 and it was also decided that ‘DTL&SLDC shall submit proposal to run the units 

which have been directed not to operate for their failure to meet standards’.  

BTPS further informed that the generation level from BTPS in the year 2014-15 during peak 

summer was in the range of 500-520MWs on certain days and hence 95MW units may be 

required to be operated in emergencies like outage of any 2x210MW unit or any other 

emergency in the grid. 

Accordingly, BTPS requested SLDC to indicate the requirement of these units during summer. 

The issue has been deliberated and SLDC informed that in line with the directions issued by 

DPCC as per letter no. DPCC/WMC/II/2016/536 dated 21.03.2016, Delhi SLDC is scheduling 

(shall schedule) requirement from BTPS on the basis of DC of 2X210MW unit.  SLDC shall not 

schedule any power from 3X95 units as per directions issued by DPCC.   

OCC advised BTPS to follow-up. 

(Action by SLDC, BTPS) 

8.0 OCC meeting ended with vote of thanks to the Chair. 
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